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Company news 

 

Northbridge Industrial Services (NBI, 193p, £54m mkt cap) – PERL provides research services to Shore 

Capital on this stock 

International electrical power reliability and drilling tools hire and manufacturing group. AGM statement. 

Guidance: “The Group is trading ahead of upgraded expectations and visibility for the remainder of 2022 is 

now such that the Group is increasing its outlook for the year as a whole. As previously noted at the results for 

the year to December 2021, trading during the first quarter was ahead of management's expectations and this 

has accelerated further into the second quarter”. Trading: “Along with the strong trading already seen in the 

first half, the pipeline for both rental and sales is building well for the remainder of the year. The UK factory 

expansion has now been completed on budget and schedule and production has already begun, which will 

enable the Company to meet the continued strong demand it is experiencing both for sales and rentals of 

power reliability equipment. The new depots in Texas and Antwerp are now open and form a key part of our 

strategy to grow recurring revenues in North America and Europe. All market sectors continue to perform 

strongly and, in particular, the Group is continuing to invest in and benefit from servicing the high levels of 

datacentre activity around the globe. Increased production output and price rises have enabled the Group to 
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maintain margins and further improve our return on investment, despite accelerating inflation and continuing 

supply chain challenges resulting from both the pandemic and the situation in the Ukraine”. 

 

Mitie Group (MTO, 62p, £882m) 

UK facilities management group. FY (Mar) results, acquisition and share buyback programme. Rev +58%, 

£3,997m; adj op margin, 4.2% (FY 21, 2.3%); adj PBT, £147m (£41m); stat PBT, £52m (loss, £14m); adj EPS, 

9.2p (3.1p); div, 1.8p (0p); net cash, £27m (net debt, £87m); ave daily net debt, £25m (£47m). Trading: higher 

margin due to the contribution from the higher margin, flexible rapid-response Covid contracts. Legacy 

Interserve business “has performed well with 90% of contracts renewed in the period and cost synergies of 

£30m”. New contract wins, renewals/extensions and projects of approximately £3.8bn total contract value, 

with renewal rates of 90%; book to bill ratio of 105%. Acquisitions of £27m in fast growing, high return 

businesses; disposal of Mitie Document Management for £40m. Outlook: “The current year has started well, 

with significant contract wins. This new business momentum, together with a full year’s contribution from 

significant contracts won last year including FDIS and BAE Systems and the uptick in projects and variable 

works, gives us confidence in our growth outlook. The impact of inflation on our business continues to be well 

managed and we will see further benefit this year from our margin enhancement initiatives. As a result, in 

FY23, after excluding the £448m Covid-related contract work that was delivered in FY 22, we expect to deliver 

mid- to high-single digit revenue growth, together with good operating margin progress”. Acquisition: Custom 

Solar, acquired, a solar power solutions company specialising in the development, design, installation and 

maintenance of systems for public and private sector clients. This will “support Mitie's ambition to be a 

leading provider of end-to-end green energy solutions”. The transaction consideration comprises an initial 

payment of £8m, with deferred payments totalling up to £4.4m by the end of FY 25, linked to performance 

targets.  The transaction is expected to complete on 30 June and will be funded through existing facilities.  For 

the 12 months ended 31 March 2022, Custom Solar generated revenues of £15m and PBT of £2m and had 

gross assets of £7m.  It is expected to be accretive to earnings in the first 12 months of ownership. Buybacks: 

Initial £50m share buyback programme launched as part of strategy to increase returns to shareholders. 

 

The Unite Group (UTG, 1,135p, £4,541m) 

Owner, manager and developer of UK student accommodation. ESG. Commitment to donate 1% of annual 

profits, currently worth c. £2m, to social initiatives every year. Funds will go to Unite Students’ Leapskills 

programme, which has helped thousands of young people to be better prepared for making the leap to 

university life. The Unite Foundation, which provides free year-round accommodation for care leavers and 

estranged students, will receive additional funding in 2022 - its 10th anniversary year 

 

Economic data 

 

Housing market. This month’s influential RICS Residential Market Survey (link) indicates an easing in recent 

strong buyer demand in May, although pricing remains strong. However, the lettings market continues to 

https://www.rics.org/globalassets/rics-website/media/knowledge/research/market-surveys/uk-residential-market-surveys/5._web_-may_2022_rics_uk_residential_market_survey_tp.pdf


strengthen, with the five-year outlook for rents now outstripping projected house price growth. The latest net 

balance for new buyer enquiries (% of agents reporting increases minus those recording falls) was -7%, down 

from +8% in April, the first absolute decline since last August (below, left). However, prices keep rising given 

the still constrained supply backdrop. The survey’s headline price balance of +73% slipped from +80% in April, 

indicating continued rises, albeit at a slightly slower rate of growth. A net balance of +42% now expect prices 

to be  higher in a year’s time, down from +78% in February and the most moderate reading seen since January 

2021. A different picture emerges in letting. Tenant demand continues to rise firmly, seen in the net balance of 

+48%, identical to last month’s reading (below, right). At the same time, landlord instructions remain in 

decline, at -13% following a reading of -16% previously. As a result, near-term rental growth expectations 

remain elevated, returning a net balance of +58% in May, although down slightly from an all-time high of 

+66% recorded in February. At the five year-time horizon, growth in rents is expected to outpace that for 

house prices, with the gap widening in recent months. Rents are now anticipated to rise by a little over 5% pa 

through to 2027, while price growth are projected to rise by 4% pa. 

 

 

   

 

In other news … 

 

Politics. Boris Johnson will set out plans to boost home ownership in England - including allowing benefits to 

cover mortgage payments - in a speech aimed at re-launching his leadership, BBC (link). The PM will restate 

the Government's previously-flagged commitment to extending the Right to Buy (RTB) to housing association 

tenants – initially via another attempted range of pilot schemes. In his speech, he will also suggest that 

housing benefit could count to towards mortgage payments, although no details of how such a policy would 

work have been released. A person is not usually eligible for housing benefit if they have a mortgage. 

Viewpoint: When Conservative leaders get into deep water, they often grab for variants Mrs T’s hugely 

effective expansion of homeownership through RTB, brought in in 1980. This looks like a fairly speedily 

cobbled announcement, with a lot of further details to come later (no doubt when they’ve been thought out). 

On the housing benefit plan, it’s not clear whether banks are on board yet – or even been consulted in any 

detail. To qualify for universal credit, which includes housing benefit, people need savings of less than 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-politics-61739816


£16,000, which means most of those that would be helped by the policy would not have anything near the 

amount that they need for a deposit on a home, according to Labour. At least with the potential RTB for HA 

tenants, Levelling-up Secretary Michael Gove appears to be insisting that one new HA unit will have to be built 

to replace each one sold. Let’s see … 

 

Inflation. My latest monthly column for Property Week, Glass half full for housebuilders (paywall), considers 

how inflation, from bricks to pints (of milk and beer), could impact the housing market and housebuilders’ 

margins: 

“Forget RPI or CPI. The spectre of inflation really hit home when my inflationary measure of choice, LPI 

or the London Pride Index, ticked up. I’ve paid £5.50 per four pack for years; it’s now £5.80 – a 5.5% 

increase. Not that much, but that’s in only a month … For builders, the equivalent reference point is the 

brick. And these have been rising far faster than the Retail or Consumer Price Index.”  

 

 

Prices are as at the previous day’s close.  
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